Wade College Launches Miss Texas Partnership

Annual Merchandising and Design Industry Panel

Alumna Launches Successful Chain of Boutiques
Miss Grand Prairie Joins the Wade College Family

Through the Office of Financial Services, Wade College administers the Wade College Miss Texas Scholarship for students entering the institution’s associate degree program for the first time. This $2,000 scholarship is awarded on a tri- mesterly basis to any degree-seeking, full-time, associate-level student who placed first in a Miss Texas or Miss Texas Outstanding Teen qualifying local pageant. Kaitlyn Ayton won the Miss Grand Prairie pageant in the fall of 2015 and was the first individual to use her scholarship at the college. Since Kaitlyn has been enrolled, she has done many exciting things. She is the voice of her own radio show on KGVI called Crowning Around. Every Monday you can tune in to hear Kaitlyn and her guests talking about a wide array of important topics. She focuses on the four points of the Miss America Crown: Scholarship, Style, Service, and Success. Kaitlyn is very active with her pageant platform, Helping Heroes: Supporting Men and Women in Service Uniforms. She is a supporter of #22Kill and Honor Courage Commitment, Inc., working closely with these organizations in many community events. Kaitlyn is also an Outreach Advocate for Acts of Joy and a mentor at the Young Women’s Leadership Academy at Arnold in the Grand Prairie ISD along with many other organizations. Kaitlyn has made many appearances across the DFW area to raise awareness of veterans’ issues. Her career goals are to be a marketing executive or buyer for a major fashion industry corporation. Her Wade College family could not be more proud of her! We wish her luck as she competes for the Miss Texas crown at the Eisemann Center in Richardson this summer.

Harriett Kelly Gibb
Model | Actress | Advertising Writer/Producer
HGK Productions, www.hgkproductions.com
Gibb is an award-winning actress, advertising writer /producer, Neiman Marcus top model, nationally recognized producer in fashion and entertainment, and small business owner. Harriet began acting and modeling professionally at the age of eight. After becoming an award-winning writer and producer in the advertising industry in Houston, she moved to Dallas to work with The Kim Frank Group and Neiman Marcus’ top runway models for almost ten years. Her clients included James Galanos, Giorgio Armani, Chanel, Ralph Lauren, Gianni Versace, Calvin Klein, Bill Blass, Vera Wang, Donatella Versace, Karl Lagerfeld, and Stanley Korshak. Eventually she found her true calling in writing for runway shows and television, fashion and production company which she still runs today. HGK Productions has created some of Dallas’ most revered fashion shows and fundraisers including “Runway with a View” with Oscar de la Renta, Salvation Army Women’s Auxiliary Luncheon & Fashion Show, Leukemia Society’s Fashion Show and Luncheon for Stanley Korshak, The Center for Nonprofit Management’s “Light,” Highland Park Village’s Pi Beta Phi Fashion Show, Dress for Success “Light the Runway” and shoe designer Christian Loubouti’s first runway show in America. Four years ago, Harriet launched Model Citizen, a modeling and leadership academy that enables her to inspire others by sharing her knowledge of the fashion industry with young women and men.

Kendel Powers
Wade College Merchandise Management Alumni
Special Events Director | Dallas Arboretum, www.dallasarboretum.org
Since graduating from Wade College, Powers has had front row seating to the world of fashion. He has produced fashion shows in Oklahoma for R.A.I.N. Oklahoma & Other Options Food Pantry and has worked on Dallas Fashion Week, Stanley Korshak’s Rock’n Runway, Texas Kiwanis Fashion Show, The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Fashion Show, and the Annual DIFFA Gala for three years. After graduation, Kendel became the Assistant Director of Visuals & Events at the world-renowned Stanley Korshak, perfecting his craft of production, styling, event coordination, marketing and production. Kendel has been featured in PaperCity and Brides of North Texas magazines. Kendel is currently the Special Events Manager for the Dallas Arboretum, planning and producing events, including unique weddings and corporate events. Kendel notes that his success would have been impossible without the wonderful mentoring of the college’s Executive Vice President, John R. Conte, and Kendel’s fashion show producer, Jan Strupicki.

Brit Harless
Designer | B A H Z, www.bahz.us
Board Member | Fashion Group International of Dallas, http://dallas.fgi.org
Through her travels and upbringing, Harless developed a deep love and appreciation of art, culture, nature, philosophy, and ancient history. Although Brit has been creating for many years, she first opened her company in 2011. Her official jewelry background began at the age of 19 in sales at Best Department Store in the fine jewelry department. Her training progressed the industry to military uniforms, workshops and classes, and artistic family members. She started out selling her own designs mixed with wholesale pieces from around the world for a few years ago. She then turned to designing and creating her own lines exclusively and is ever-evolving in the world of fashion, art, and design. She is the sole designer and creator of each individual piece, using hand-sketching, melding CAD-style systems and 3D printing processes for molds to expedite casting process, hand-setting gemstones, and adding all the special wearable touches to each piece of jewelry. Brit launched her rebranded company BAHZ and her new collection in October 2015 and will be showcasing an upcoming home and office accessories line soon. Her previous work can be seen in magazines, on runways, and on television. It is sold in stores in U.S.A. She has been a speaker and panelist at many events and programs, including Dallas Startup Week, Fashion Group International programs, RAW Awards, Indie Annual Arts Awards, and at Wade College. She was selected for The Pin Show in 2012. Harless is also a board member of Fashion Group International, a board member of Medical Ministry Interna- tional, and a Fashion Star for a Cause alumni benefitting the Sui- cide and Crisis Center of North Texas.

Tony Torres
Wade College Merchandise Management Alumni
Senior Assistant Buyer | Andra Group, www.andragroup.com
Wade College Alumnus Tony Torres was born in Mexi- co and raised in Dallas, Texas. He spent his early years traveling back-and-forth between both countries, until finally settling down permanently in Dallas after grade school. These childhood expe- riences were a big influence on his love for international life in the retail industry. His professional career began as store manager and decorator at Inessa Stewart’s Antiques. He then became visual merchandiser and decorator for Frederick’s Home Furnishings. His current position is the Senior Assistant Buyer of women’s lingerie, sleepwear, and hospitality fashion at Andra Group, Dallas. In his spare time, he helps promote and manage the renowned Mexican cafe Las Guaca- mayas, and recently completed his MBA at Texas Woman’s University.

Lisa Robison
Interior Designer | Social Entrepreneur
President | Dwell with Dignity, www.dwound.org
Lisa Robison is a social entrepreneur, interior de- signer, and experienced public speaker. She worked as an interior designer in various capacities for over 10 years before founding Dwell with Dignity in 2009. This nonprofit corporation in Dal- las is dedicated to helping families escape poverty and homelessness through design, one household at a time. DwD provides complete home interiors for families that are working to escape homelessness and poverty. The organization provides and installs furnishings and art, bedding and kitchen supplies, and food in the pantry for these families. Along with her business partner, Lisa has designed over 70 interiors for families and other nonprofit agencies since founding the organization. As President of Dwell with Dignity, Lisa oversees the strategic development of the organization as well as the growth strategy and overall operations. In her role as brand ambassador, she travels nationally speaking at conferences, making TV appearances, conducting interviews, and connecting with small groups to advocate DwD. Lisa has received numerous awards and recognitions, including receiving the 2011 Best Charity award from DHome, the 2013 Visionary award from ART, and the 2015 Distinguished Achievement Award from Wade College. She has the honor of being included in the 2015 Dallas Observer 100 Creatives feature as well as being selected for the 2015 National Neiman Marcus Faces of Beauty campaign. Lisa has a B.S in Business and an Associate degree in Interior Design. She serves on the Advisory Board for Wade College.

Adam Zoblotsky
Founder & Head of Design Retail Pixel, www.retail.pixel.com
Adam Zoblotsky is the founder & Head of Design at Retail Pixel, one of the first digital co-op agencies serving the small to mid-sized fashion design and re- tail markets. Retail Pixel is based near downtown Dallas with satellite offices in NY & LA. Mr. Zoblotsky studied in New York and has had the opportunity to work on 7th Avenue and in Los Angeles. He has worked in the fashion industry on and off for 20 years as designer, brand builder, and creative director.
Accessible Luxury – Dream Internship

Accessible luxury was created by Harriet Kelly Gibbe. In 1955, she designed a Scottish Rite Hospital for Children. TSFHC is the premier pediatric and orthopedic surgery center in the world. In its 50-year history it has never charged a patient or its families. This year’s exhibit features the Highland Park Village retailers Anne Fontaine, Alice & Oliva, Bandier, Benetka, Diane von Furstenberg, Escada, Filson, Roberta Roller Rabbit, Royal Blue, Tina Turk and Zegna. The evening is held once again at Park Place Mall, Bentley and Rolls Royce. The crowd of 400 is some of the most stylish in Dallas. Wade College has been a supporter of this event since its inception, providing internships to students each year. This year student Hannah Gibe received the opportunity to work alongside Ms. Gibbe. Her internship has already taught her how to fine-tune communication skills and build relationships through assisting in the kick off event for Accessible Luxury. Ms. Gibe relies on Hannah to manage important tasks such as keeping her schedule organized so that she may work more efficiently. Hannah, along with ten other Wade College students, and under the direction of Harriet Kelly Gibbe, will produce the Accessible Luxury Fashion Show on April 15th.

Ron Shuff Academic Scholarship – Awarding Academic Excellent

Through the Office of Financial Services, Wade College administers the Ron Shuff Academic Scholarship for one Wade College student each trimester that is enrolled in the baccalaureate degree program. This $1,000 scholarship is awarded on a one-time basis to a degree-seeking full-time, baccalaureate-level student who demonstrates strong academic achievement and attendance, positive overall contribution to the Wade College community, financial need, significant work experience in the design or merchandising industry, and participation in extracurricular activities. Ron Shuff is a member of the faculty of Wade College who generously underwrites this scholarship every trimester. Ron has considerable industry experience having served as Senior Vice President of Florence Corp. and as the company’s general counsel since 1988. He is also a professor at the Dedman School of Law at Southern Methodist University. In recent years, the scholarship has been awarded to Stephanie Espolt, Tiffani Green and Kristen Stephens.

The Andra Group – Insider’s View of Buying and Distribution

Wade College’s Buying classes visited The Andra Group’s office and distribution center at the beginning of this year. Andra Group, owned by entrepreneur Tomima Edmark, is home to lingerie websites HerRoom.com and HimRoom.com and the employer of numerous Wade alumni and faculty, alike. The students met with Tomima and were then given a tour of the operation by alumni, Tony Torres, now a Sr. Assistant Buyer for the company. This industry field trip provided a wonderful ‘real world’ example of the buying curriculum put into practice, and the students enjoyed this first-hand experience.

Professional Portfolio Critique – Students Strut Their Stuff

Every term graduating AA students at Wade College get the exhilarating opportunity to present their final portfolios in an industry setting to panelists who come from their real-world jobs to offer advice and feedback on the content of the students’ portfolio work and their presentations. Recently, Wade College merchandising students had an opportunity to present to the founder of one of the oldest and most prestigious modeling agencies in Dallas, Nancy Campbell of The Campbell Agency. Campbell was also a keynote speaker at a commencement ceremony for the college. Graphic Design students presented their portfolios at the world headquarters of Fossil Group, in Richardson, where there are more than a dozen Wade College alumni employed across the merchandising, product design, and graphic design departments of the company.

The Pin Show – An Extravaganza

Each year The Pin Show showcases independent designers in “slow artisanal fashion,” that is designers who either create the product themselves or use local sewing/design houses that pay an above-average wage to produce the product. Designers must be producing garments in and thereby contributing to, their local economies. This event showcases both seasoned artisanal designers, as well as those who are just getting started, and is the perfect event for designers to sell their designs, regardless of their cruise destinations. Students studied at Central St. Martins College of Art & Design and went on to design a menswear collection for H&M in 2009. Since teaming up with Matthew Harding, fashion/design has become a well-established brand with their designs being featured in publications such as Vogue, Marie Claire, and WWD. The designers are often referred to as “the shirt guys” with continually innovative designs.

Celebrity Cruises – A Design Competition

Celebrity Cruises sponsored a competition for Wade College students to design garments based on their cruise destinations. Students were challenged to research the clients that frequent these cruises including their demographics and psychographics, as well as the lifestyle of the locals in the various destinations. Celebrity Cruises partnered with Chefs for Farmers and worked with Campbell Agency for models to showcase the evening’s fashions. The event took place in the Design District at EM the Venue. Under the direction of Chairperson Rusty Bell, more than 10 students submitted garments to the competition. The winners Levi Mireles, Shawaunt Harris, and Aurora Jennings received $1000 or $500 cash prizes for their designs.
Jingle Ball – The Concert of the Year

Wade College had the unique opportunity to be a part of Kiss FM and iHeart Radio’s Jingle Ball, a concert featuring One Direction, Calvin Harris, Demi Lovato, 5 Seconds of Summer, Ellie Goulding, Di Zedd, Shawn Mendes, Tony Lo, Charlie Puth, and Joe Jonas’ group DNCE.

The event, which sold out American Airlines Center, benefited Kidd’s Kids, a non-profit organization which provides children ages 5 to 12, who have a chronic or terminal illness or are physically challenged, with an unforgettable adventure at Walt Disney World. The crowd included tens of thousands of screaming young fans tweeting and Instagramming live on the huge projectors in the stadium. Highlights of the evening included an incredible light show that accompanied Di Zedd and the colorful dance routine and performance of “Cage by the Ocean” by Joe Jonas and DNCE. The biggest moment of the event, the concert, was the appearance of One Direction, the evening’s headliners, who played a long set and talked about how they enjoyed the city of Dallas. Wade College had a video presentation in between musical performances and participated in several marketing opportunities to support the concert and its fundraising for Kidd’s Kids.

Ilisha Miller – AA Interior Design

2013 Interior Design alumna and Waco, Texas native Ilisha Miller operates her own company called “I” For Design based in Dallas. She is responsible for both the business and design aspects. Ilisha assists clients in designing interior residential spaces. She spent a good deal of time in the car. I travel to meet with clients and contractors. I also spend time drawing floor plans, selecting paint colors, and sourcing items online. I always try to communicate to my clients why an idea will or will not work. Design must be functional and aesthetically pleasing. I enjoy that I’m doing something that I’m passionate about.”

For students interested in getting into the interior design field, Ilisha suggests, “Be willing to learn. Don’t think you know it all. The industry is always evolving, so the more knowledge you have, the better.”

In 2014, Ilisha had the greatest privilege and achievement in her design career to date; she was nominated and was selected out of hundreds of applicants to be part of the design team that decorates one of the most renowned homes in America. She spent a week decorating the halls of the White House for the holidays! Ilisha and her work later appeared on HGTV’s White House Christmas special with Genevieve Gorder. What an unforgettable experience: “Do what you love. Love what you do.”

Galleria Dallas and Fashion Group

International of Dallas Present Rising Stars Fashion Group International of Dallas presented Rising Star awards in the categories of Fashion, Art, Accessories, Photography, Make Up, and Interior Design on March 8th at Galleria Dallas. Wade students assisted in dressing the models for the fashion show, which presented the nominees’ garments, and worked check-in for the event. Wade students always enjoy working with FGI and were thrilled when the People’s Choice award was presented to alumnum, Jeremy M. Calhoun. The event provided ample opportunities for Wade students.

Creativity Workshop – Drawing Skin

Local pin-up Artist Mike Denning conducted an exciting two-week workshop within the Drawing II course where he taught his personal-developed technique of rendering skin tones using only PrismaColor pencils. Mike has art in private collections in the United States, Australia, England, Spain, Italy, France, and Japan. His artwork has been shown and written about in pin-up and fine art magazines; his non-pin-up work has appeared on book covers, magazine covers, and album covers. During the creativity workshop, students were tasked with the challenge of re-creating their own lips from a photograph, paying attention to the nuance of skin tone and lighting.

THE FASHIONISTAS Scholarship – Supporting Wade Students Generously

THE FASHIONISTAS of Dallas strive to promote the fashion arts through exhibitions of up-coming designers, awarding scholarships, and conducting educational programs. The Fashion Fund, the organization’s scholarship initiative, awarded scholarships to five deserving Wade College students: Maria Harb, Bree Moore, Tamara Solomon, John Thomas and Kapri Willis. The students were invited to be a part of Galleria Dallas where THE FASHIONISTAS announced the winners and presented over $5000 in scholarships. Wade students enjoyed volunteering for THE FASHIONISTAS First Friday and were quite grateful for the organization’s generosity.

Danny Ramirez - AA Graphic Design & BA Visual Communications

2014 Visual Communications alumni Danny Ramirez is a Graphic Designer for Seattle Goodwill in Seattle, Washington, which is an affiliate of Goodwill Industries International. “I am responsible for designing and producing visual communications for both print and digital materials on corporate and retail levels. This consists of creating, modifying, and updating a lot of the promotional materials used in retail locations. I also do photo editing of all the original photography used in operational collateral and participating in many important meetings. You’d be surprised at how many meetings I actually attend!” Danny has always enjoyed design. “I am happy I’ve found a place that really is open to my own creativity and my personal growth as a designer. I immensely cherish this field and I can’t imagine myself doing anything other than design.”

Outside of his day job, Danny currently leads the creative charge on a project for a retail bakery by the name of Cubes. “That’s www.cubesbaking.com. #shamelessplug.” Because of his college time working in graphic design at Whole Foods, Danny believes there is always room for growth in a digital and creative field. “I am responsible for both the digital and print material on the Aisle Goodwill in Seattle, Washington, which is an affiliate of Goodwill Industries International. “I am responsible for designing and producing visual communications for both print and digital materials on corporate and retail levels. This consists of creating, modifying, and updating a lot of the promotional materials used in retail locations. I also do photo editing of all the original photography used in operational collateral and participating in many important meetings. You’d be surprised at how many meetings I actually attend!” Danny has always enjoyed design. “I am happy I’ve found a place that really is open to my own creativity and my personal growth as a designer. I immensely cherish this field and I can’t imagine myself doing anything other than design.”

Outside of his day job, Danny currently leads the creative charge on a project for a retail bakery by the name of Cubes. “That’s www.cubesbaking.com. #shamelessplug.” Because of his college time working in graphic design at Whole Foods, Danny believes there is always room for growth in a digitally-driven creative field such as visual communications, so it’s important to “stay open to creative criticism.” Even if you get knocked down, “what’s important is that you keep going, believe in yourself, and don’t lose track of the ultimate goal.”

Juan Flores – AA Fashion & BA Merchandising Management

Juan Flores is a 2014 alumnus from the BA Merchandising Management program. His education at Wade has helped with his career by giving me a diverse palette of skills which make me desirable and very marketable for employers. He has also helped me by teaching me valuable assets like teamwork (group projects), adaptability (range of classes we took from business to art), and creating and managing projects and events (portfolio creation and business plan). It has allowed me to experience real life situations that are adaptable to my job now. Juan is a Sales Merchandiser and Trainer for Bugaboo, a mobile company based in Amsterdam, with a U.S. office in Los Angeles, California. His position is quite diverse. “Nearly 80% of my job is travel. Every day is a different journey. For the most part, a typical day for me may be planning different consumer events, working with retailers on fulfilling orders, working Bugaboo events in the South region, helping the territory grow, and visiting accounts for different consumer activations and trainings. I enjoy the level of freedom we have to grow our territories and the degree of creative problem solving that is encouraged at this company. This job really allows me to use all sorts of different skills that I specialize in including marketing, event planning, educating, buying, negotiating, merchandising and public speaking.” Last year, Juan had the greatest opportunity to travel to China to visit Bugaboo’s factory.

For students who are starting their careers in this industry, Juan advises, “Treat your education at Wade like your dream career because it helps you learn how to maintain a good work ethic and not get into bad habits. I always emphasize having a positive outlook and enthusiastic attitude in anything that you do, and lastly, network, network, network!” Often in life, there are certain moments that you look back and realize has really shaped me as an individual because it has taught me how to do things better and grow myself through those difficult times. Working internships and different events has helped me learn how to take what I learned from textbooks and apply it to real life situations.”
COMPANY SPOTLIGHT: Rio Ritz

2008 alumna Thais (Acevedo) Moses grew up in Austin, Texas. Today, she is the owner of Rio Ritz Boutique with storefront locations in Dallas and Austin, as well as a strong online presence. Thais handles all accounting, buying new inventory, managing employees, and overseeing store operations.

Rio Ritz Boutique’s first location in Uptown, Dallas was developed by Thais in 2014 after years of styling and helping direct fashion shows in Dallas for top stores like Stanley Korshak and Neiman Marcus. The brand offers sought after fashion accessories and apparel in store and online at www.rioritz.com.

Both boutiques have the charm of its owner who brings unique, edgy and chic pieces with personality to the forefront. The inspiration behind the name ‘Rio Ritz’ stems from Thais’ home country of Brazil, where she gained invaluable exposure to the fashion and textile industries at an early age through her family’s business. “As a young mom of three children under age five, it’s hard for me to ever find anything inexpensive that I feel great in, so I just divert back to the old t-shirt and denim. I want to make a point of delivering quality, stylish and affordable items in a relaxed and inviting atmosphere,” Moses says of her store.

Rio Ritz differentiates itself by carrying a limited supply of hand-made accessories and apparel in support of local and international small businesswomen and artists. Customers are inspired by a diverse line of products and pieces for every personality. Rio Ritz offers competitive pricing against other Dallas and Austin boutiques, with most items ranging from $25 - $90 as well as a small handpicked collection of vintage clothing and accessories.

Thais recommends that students beginning their careers “take on internships, even unpaid ones, and be the first to show up and handle as much responsibility as they can. Forget being at every social event with your friends. Try to place yourself at every internship and volunteer opportunity you can. It will be the best thing you can do to get a head start in your industry and you will always be remembered by the upper level.”

For Wade College students, opportunities to gain hands-on experience in the industry are frequently offered. Thais herself took advantage of these opportunities when she was a student, which have shaped her professional life. “Being able to work as Jan Strimple’s assistant for two years and help with Fashion at the Park and fashion shows all over the area changed and helped mold my work ethic. I just started as an intern myself and ended up managing 150 people at one time for Fashion at the Park. I made myself be remembered with my work. I showed up and I worked hard.” Fast forward years later, Thais has accrued many accomplishments in the fashion industry, including her proudest moments. “I opened 2 stores in two years and have been able to juggle being a mom to my three little ones, all under the age of five. If I can do it, anyone can! If you love what you are doing, you will be successful.”

JOB FAIR: Spring 2016 Job Fair Attracts Employers to the Wade College Campus

A total of 14 employers participated in this year’s spring job fair. Held each trimester, these one-day events are a convenient way for Wade College students and alumni to connect with prospective employers, network professionally, and learn about opportunities that exist in the merchandising and design fields. Some of the employers extended interviews to students and alumni on the spot, resulting in jobs for many of them. The participating employers offered a variety of job opportunities in retail, corporate, merchandising, interiors, marketing, fashion, and more. Students and alumni who came to meet with the employers were professionally dressed with resumes in-hand. Presenting a great first impression to the employer representatives at the job fair is a “foot in the door” opportunity for students and alumni.

Research the registered employers
Research the basic information about each company you hope to meet with. Don’t forget that most companies will ask you, “Why do you want to work for our company?” so it’s important to have a proper answer prepared.

Bring multiple copies of your resume
Be prepared with a fresh, polished version of your resume, making sure that you have enough copies for all the positions in which you may be interested. It’s always better to be over prepared and have too many, than to run out and possibly miss the opportunity to impress a prospective employer.

Wear appropriate attire
You only have one chance to make a first impression. Make sure you come dressed to impress in neat, clean, professional attire. It’s always better to be overdressed than underdressed. A blazer is never a bad idea!

Prepare for the initial interview
Have your “elevator pitch” ready to go. You only have a few minutes to meet with the potential employer at a job fair. Be sure you to make the most of your time. Remember the keys to success include a firm handshake, a warm smile, eye contact, and a confident voice.

Follow up with key employers
You’d be surprised at the number of potential employers who do not follow up with a company after an interview. This makes this step extremely important as it will give you an edge over other potential employers. You can do this by calling the recruiter or writing a more traditional thank you note/email.